Power Tower Exercises
Power Tower Leg Raises or Knee Raises
Focus Area: Core / Hip Flexors
Muscles Targeted: Abdominals / Iliopsoas

-

●

Get lower back in firm contact with the back support.

●

Dig elbows and forearms into the pads.

●

Step off and keep the core tight to support body weight and keep stable.

●

Drive straight legs out aiming for a minimum of hip height or drive knees up towards
the chest.

●

Slowly lower the legs back down until the body is straight.
Keep the upper body firm and fixed throughout the movement.

As covered in the last Power Tower article, the PT Leg Raise is a staple of abdominal and
core development. To really get the abdominals burning, raise your legs to parallel, hold,
before you slowly down lower the legs back down to the starting position.

Power Tower Oblique Twists
Focus Area: Core
Muscles Targeted: Abdominals (specifically Ext.In / Obliques)

●

Set-up in the same way as the PT Leg / Knee Raises.
Bring the knees up, as with the knee raises, but ensure to rotate the knees to one
side.

●

Extend the legs back out before bringing the knees up to the other side.
Imagine you are trying to get the knees to touch the shoulders.

●
Hanging will make the movement more challenging. Try a fix position (see Leg
Raises picture) if this is too challenging.
The Obliques function is to help with rotation of the body. Therefore, it’s important to focus
on that “twist” and get the knees up towards the shoulder in a controlled fashion.

Power Tower Sit-ups
Focus Area: Core
Muscles Targeted: Abdominals (specifically Rectus / Transverse Abdominis)

●

Hook feet under bar or footrests of the Power Tower.

●

Set up with knees up, backside in contact with the group, back lifted off the floor and
cross arms over chest.

●

Bring upper body upward (into the “N” position) and forward until the knees and chest
are in line before lowering back to the starting position.

●

Keep the lower body as stationary as possible.

●

Make the exercise more challenging by extending arms above head and maintaining
this position throughout.

We want to maintain the tension through the abs throughout this exercise which means
avoiding bringing the chest right up to the knees and avoiding touching the floor with each
rep.

Power Tower Pike
Focus Area: Core / Hip Flexors
Muscles Targeted: Abdominals, Latissimus Dorsi / Iliopsoas

●

Start in a hanging position.

●

Very similar movement to the knee raises but with an added hinge of the hips this
time which will bring the body towards parallel with the floor.

●

Bring upper body upward and forward until the knees and chest are in line before.
lowering back to the starting position.

●
Extend the body back out back to the starting position whilst maintain controlling.
Definitely the most advanced exercise and challenging one of the lot - you’ll really feel a
stretch in the Lats (back) as it works to hold and stabilise you at the top of the rep.
Some simple yet very challenging Power Tower abdominal exercises. Incorporate them into
your sessions, whether it be gym or home based sessions, to really get the abs on firing!
Go on… give them a go.

